The Word Is Out...

Anna Nicole Smith Bares All...
...About Her Weight Loss!

Have you heard the naked facts? **Anna Nicole Smith** has FINALLY bared all on national TV and told the world **exactly** how much weight she lost using **TRIMSPA X32**, the **DREAM BODY Diet Pill**!

And exactly how much **DID** Anna lose in only eight months?

**Sixty-nine pounds**! Yes, believe it or not, Anna Nicole shed **sixty-nine** pounds with **TRIMSPA X32** to reveal one of the sexiest supermodel **DREAM BODIES** ever to slink down a runway during **Fashion Week** in New York! Now she's seducing thousands of fans with her incredible new look on talk shows, TV specials, magazine photo spreads and soon, even in a major motion picture!

For months, Anna's **ultimate comeback** was the talk of gossip columns,
entertainment magazines and the popular press, all buzzing with the question, "How much did Anna lose, and how did she do it?"

Well, now you not only know her fabulous secret, you’re at the perfect place to discover how it can help you to lose all the weight and get the attention you deserve...just like Anna! So don’t waste another moment! Click HERE to find out more about TRIMSPA X32 ... ...and start making your ultimate comeback right now!

Buy 1 Bottle
1 Bottle $39.95

Buy 3-Pack
$440.96 $99.95 for 3 bottles
PLUS Free Gift
Save Over $14 Off Retail
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TRIMSPA® Frequently Asked Questions

We've prepared answers to some frequent questions about TRIMSPA® products to help you make an informed decision. We know that the more you learn about TRIMSPA® products, the more you'll see how effective they really are. If you're unsure which TRIMSPA® product is right for you, we invite you to try our free online weight loss consultation. Or, if you're already familiar with our products and you're ready to purchase, click here.

How fast will I see results? How many pounds will I lose per week?
TRIMSPA® products work differently in all people because each person has a different body chemistry. For example, if you're a tall, big-boned person, you will probably lose more weight than someone who is short and small-boned. We've spoken to people who first noticed their results after a full 60 days of using TRIMSPA® products. If you don't notice immediate results, please be patient. TRIMSPA's formulas are so unique that we're confident you can achieve significant fat reduction. Generally, weight loss of 2 to 4 pounds per week is considered safe, and such levels of weight loss have been demonstrated with the ingredients in TRIMSPA® products.

CAUTION: Although TRIMSPA® products contain no drugs whatsoever, do not let yourself lose weight too quickly. If you lose more than 10 pounds in the first 5 days, do not take any more pills for 2 or 3 days at the end of the first week.

How are TRIMSPA® products different from the other weight loss products out there?
TRIMSPA® X32 has an ingredient that prolongs the amount of time that food is available for energy, thus keeping it from being stored as fat. This ingredient is not new to us, but the research on its weight loss capabilities is fairly new. This makes TRIMSPA® X32 the most technologically advanced body shaping formula ever!

Is it safe to order online?
Absolutely. When you order TRIMSPA® online, your personal information is sent to us via secure servers. All your personal information is encrypted to ensure it doesn't fall into the wrong hands.
The statements contained on this site have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. Not intended to diagnose, treat, prevent, mitigate or cure any disease. Testimonial results not typical. Your actual results may vary. Please read product labels before purchasing product. Please check with your physician before starting any weight loss program. Read the label and follow directions.
TRIMSPA® X32 Testimonials

Last year I gained 21 pounds! I was miserable and hated the way I looked. I decided to take control of my life and started using TRIMSPA® X32. I am happy to say that in 11 weeks, I was back to my normal weight. I had lost 21 pounds with the help of TRIMSPA® X32. I felt so great about my new look that I entered the Miss Florida USA pageant. I am sold on TRIMSPA® X32 and now all my friends are using it to lose weight and feel great! Thank you TRIMSPA®!

Chelsea Zedar
21 lbs more driven

TRIMSPA® X32 has changed my life...in such a short time I have lost 15 pounds. No other product has ever given me the results that this product has given me. I feel like a whole new person and I owe it to TRIMSPA® X32. I feel healthy and happy again,

and I just want to thank everyone that made this product available to me. Thanks!

**Dawn Marsico**

15 lbs more *in control*

---

I found myself very unhappy with the way I looked and felt. I had heard of various weight loss supplements but was skeptical about the outcome. I came across TRIMSPA® X32 and lost 23 pounds in nine weeks. I have never been so happy and satisfied with the way I look. Thank you TRIMSPA®! You have changed my life.

**Sophia Poshni**

23 lbs more *confident*
I lost 25 pounds in three months on TRIMSPA® X32 and it also gave me more energy.

Suni Hemme
25 lbs more fierce

Note: If you have a success story or photos you'd like to share, please let us know. We'll be adding new testimonials constantly, so check back often.
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TRIMSPA® X32

This formula was created to help achieve a sexier you...

Ingredients

Hoodia Gordonii (Hoo-dee-uh Gore-doh-nee) is a natural appetite suppressant, used for generations by South African tribesmen to stave off hunger during long hunting expeditions.

Glucosamine (Gloo-ko-so-meen) is an ingredient, patented by TRIMSPA for weight loss, that actually prolongs the amount of time glucose (or blood sugar) stays within the bloodstream after eating. This delay means that any extra insulin can be used directly by the muscles for energy, instead of being transferred too quickly to the "warehouse," or fat cells.

Green Tea Extract has long been known for its thermogenic-or heat generating-properties that promote burning of fat. The polyphenols in green tea also contain epigallocatechin gallate, which has been known to significantly reduce food intake and, subsequently, body weight in healthy adults. It is rich in potent bioflavonoids that, together with the polyphenols, provide the antioxidants so vital to fighting free radicals.

Cocoa Extract contains 3,7 - dimethylxanthine, also known as Theobromine, and is found naturally in cocoa beans.